Self - Emulsifying Drug Delivery System: A Novel Approach for Oral Delivery of Poorly Water Soluble Drugs
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Abstract

Self nano emulsifying drug delivery systems (SNEDDS) gained much attention in the last decades since, such systems considered one of the most favorable and efficient approaches to enhance solubility, increase drug absorption and hence, enhance its oral bioavailability of poorly water soluble (lipophilic) drug moieties. Owing to their unique properties and advantages over the other conventional dosage forms, many literatures investigate the change physicochemical properties, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics of self emulsifying formulation compared to both pure drug and its conventional dosage form and always reported significant improvement using SNEDDs. This review discus the composition, advantages and mechanism of action of liquid SNEDDs and some techniques used for solidification of liquid formulations to overcome its drawbacks.
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1. Introduction

Despite of being the most favorable administration route, it is restricted for drugs with sufficient permeability through gastric mucosa and water solubility. Regarding FDA reports from 1995 to 2002, only 9% of the new drug molecules showed high solubility and permeability as such molecules belong to belonged to BCS class-I category. More than 40% of new drugs entities showed poor oral bioavailability, absence of dose proportionality and high subject variability (Agarwal, Siddiqui et al. 2009).

One of the most difficult challenges in pharmaceutical industry is the formulation of poorly water soluble compounds and enhancing its oral bioavailability. It was reported that one of the most efficient strategy to enhance oral bioavailability and hence, increase the clinical efficiency of lipophillic drug moieties is through incorporation of active lipophillic molecules in suitable lipid vehicle such as liposomes, oils and self-emulsifying formulations (Gershanik and Benita 2000).

Self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems
(SNEDDs) are isotropic mixtures of synthetic and/or natural oils, surfactants (liquid / solid), hydrophilic solvent(s) and co-solvent/surfactant (Myers and Stella 1992, Shah, Carvajal et al. 1994).

The drug molecules incorporated in SNEDDs must be partitioned within the fine o/w emulsion droplets formed upon contact with aqueous fluids in (GIT) to avoid poor in-vivo performance resulted from precipitation of drug and this can be avoided via using high concentration of surfactants (Wei, Ye et al. 2012).

Self-nanoemulsifying systems have shown lots of unique properties and advantages over the other conventional delivery systems such as (Patel, Patel et al. 2010, Kaur 2013):

- Upon contact with aqueous fluids, very fine O/W emulsion droplets are formed which pass rapidly facilitating drug distribution throughout stomach and improve drug absorption from GIT, thereby diminish irritation caused by prolonged contact between drug substances and GIT wall.
- SNEDDs are physically stable compared to conventional sensitive emulsions that are metastable dispersed forms.
- Provide a large interfacial area for drug partitioning between phases (oily and aqueous phase) compared to solutions of oily nature.
- Selective targeting of drug toward its absorption site in GIT.
- Minimize variability such as food effects.
- High drug loading efficiency and ability to enhance oral bioavailability with reduced dose.

### Table 1: Marketed preparations of self emulsifying drug delivery systems (SEDDs)
(Wadhwa, Nair et al. 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Name (Company)</th>
<th>Drug Molecule</th>
<th>Type of formulation</th>
<th>Excipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandimmune® (Novartis)</td>
<td>Cyclosporin A</td>
<td>Oral solution (100 mg/ml)</td>
<td>Olive oil, polyoxyethylated oleic glycerides (Labrafil M 1944 CS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gengraf® (Abbott)</td>
<td>Cyclosporin A</td>
<td>Soft gelatin capsule (25, 100 mg)</td>
<td>Polyoxyl 35 castor oil (Cremophor EL), polysorbate 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaletra® (Abbott)</td>
<td>Lopinavir &amp; Ritonavir</td>
<td>Oral solution lopinavir (80 mg/ml) &amp; ritonavir (20 mg/ml)</td>
<td>Polyoxyl hydrogenated castor oil (Cremophor RH 40), peppermint oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norvir® (Abbott)</td>
<td>Ritonavir</td>
<td>Soft gelatin capsule (100 mg)</td>
<td>Oleic acid, polyoxyl 35 castor oil (Cremophor EL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1: Flow chart for SNEDDs preparation](image-url)
Composition of self-emulsifying drug delivery systems:(Neslihan Gurov and Benita 2004)
The self-emulsifying process is based on:
- Concentration of surfactant.
- Nature of surfactant-oil phase combination
- The temperature at which self-emulsification process occurs

1- Drug/active pharmaceutical ingredient
According to the Biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS), there are four classes of drugs based on solubility (ability of a solute to dissolve in a solvent) and permeability (contact between a solute and solvent to form a solution)(Khedekar and Mittal 2013). SEDDs usually used to enhance absorption related to the poor permeability and/or solubility of the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) class II to IV drugs. However, such systems can be used for the four classes(Singh, Bandopadhay et al. 2009).

2- Oils
It is the most critical component as it increase the absorption of included drug from GIT through facilitating self-emulsification process and increasing lipophilic drug fraction transported through the intestinal lymphatic system (Khoo 1998).

Both long and medium chain triglyceride (LCT and MCT) oils with variable saturation degrees have been used for manufacturing of self-emulsifying systems.

Semisynthetic MCT, which are amphiphilic compounds with surfactant properties are widely replacing the common medium-chain triglyceride oils(Constantinides 1995).

3- Surfactant
Since the self-emulsification property of SNEDDs is the crucial process to form the fine emulsion droplets, a surfactant is needed to adopt such property, dissolve/solubilize include amounts of lipophilic drug, prevent the risk of drug precipitation in GIT and hence, improve dissolution rate (Constantinides 1995).

The selection of surfactant is based on HLB value where, surfactants have a high HLB value help in the rapid spreading of formula in aqueous media and the instant formation of o/w droplets. Nonionic surfactants are most preferred due to more favorable safety margins, superior stability over a wider range of pH and reversible changes in intestinal mucosal permeability(Gupta, Kesarla et al. 2013).

4- Co-surfactant
Co-surfactant of HLB value (10-14) is usually used in SEDDs as they allow spontaneous formation of very fine O/W emulsion droplets through reducing oil-water interface.

Mechanism of action
In case of conventional emulsions, the free energy is essential for the newly formed surface between the two immiscible phases (aqueous and oily phase). Because of high energy, the emulsion may become unstable and the phases separate in order to reduce the interfacial area so, an emulsifying agent is usually added to reduce the interfacial energy, prevent coalescence and stabilize the emulsion(Reiss 1975, Constantinides 1995).

In case of SNEDDs, the fine emulsion droplets formation occurs immediately because the very low free energy of the system resulted from the existence of flexible interface. Upon mild agitation, oil and surfactant/co-surfactant mixture is mixed with aqueous phase and the aqueous phase penetrate the newly formed interface between the two phases and solubilize the oil (Akula, Gurram et al. 2014).

Development of solid self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery system (S-SNEDDs)
Most of SNEDDs are in liquid state as major ingredients (oil, surfactants and co-surfactants) used in SNEDDs are usually in liquid state at room temperature. The liquid nature of SNEDDs limits the wide application of such technology for enhancing the oral bioavailability of various drugs because of many disadvantages including lack of stability, large dose volume because of relatively low drug loading capacity, irreversible precipitation of drug and migration of volatile ingredients into shell of gelatin capsule (Memvanga and Préat 2012, Tarate, Chavan et al. 2014).

Solidification of Liquid SNEDDS is an efficient strategy to overcome the restrictions of liquid SNEDDS and combine the benefits of SNEDDs (enhancement of both solubility and bioavailability) with the advantages of solid dosage forms (ease of handling and portability, higher stability and reproducibility, compact dosage form and better patient compliance). Regarding the advantages of solid dosage forms, S-SNEDDs have been widely considered in the recent few years, as they considered more efficient alternatives to conventional liquid SNEDDs.

Solidification techniques
Capsule filled with semi solid / liquid formula
The advantages of simplicity, high drug loading potential make this method is the most common technique for developing solid self-emulsifying formulations where, either semi-solid and/or
liquid self-emulsifying formula is filled into the soft or hard gelatin capsules for oral administration. The factor that governs the filling into capsule is the compatibility of formula filled with the capsule shell. An alternative method should be used if the formulation contains volatile oils as such components tend to leak through the capsule shell. For liquid self emulsification formulations, the Liquid-Oros technology is applied, this technology used osmotic properties where the layer swells upon contact with aqueous media and is pumped into the hard or soft gelatin capsules (Shukla 2016).

For the semi-solid self emulsifying formulations, the semisolids are heated to a temperature twenty degrees above their melting point. filled into capsule body which then capped and left to cool at room temperature (Pouton and Porter 2008, Tarate, Chavan et al. 2014).

Spray drying
This method includes the addition of the liquid SNEDDs to the solution of a suitable solid carrier which may be hydrophilic (e.g. dextran) or hydrophobic (e.g. colloidal silica) (Oh, Kang et al. 2011). The obtained solution is then atomized to very fine droplets in the drying chamber, where the volatile solvent (water and /or organic solvent) evaporates, forming dry particles under controlled temperature and airflow conditions (Nicolaos, Crauste-Manciet et al. 2003, Balakrishnan, Lee et al. 2009). The produced dry emulsion powder can be used to prepare self emulsifying tablets or capsules (Kumar, Sharma et al. 2010) solve the problems of drug stability, and usage of toxic organic solvents (Jannin, Musakhianian et al. 2008).

Adsorption on solid carrier
It is a simple technique in which the liquid SNEDDs are mixed with suitable carrier to produce solid SNEDDs. The selected solid carrier must adsorb large volume of liquid self-emulsifying formulation, and the resulting freely flowing powder can be filled directly into capsules or, alternatively, be compressed into tablets after mixing with suitable excipients.

The produced powder provide good content uniformity but, with low drug loading capacity (Jannin, Musakhian et al. 2008).

Lyophilization Technique
Lyophilization technology (also known as freeze drying) involves mass and heat transfer from and to the formulation. Such technique is suitable to be used for drugs sensitive to oxygen, air and temperature. The main drawback of this technique is its high operation cost.

Drawbacks of the solidification technologies
There are various problems related to the application of solidification technologies such as (Gupta, Kesarla et al. 2013):

1) Amount of solidifying excipients may affect the release of the drug.
2) Nature of the excipients used may affect the drug absorption.
3) Probability of irreversible phase separation on reconstitution.
4) Decomposition of sensitive drug moieties during solidification process.
5) Relatively low drug loading capacity.

Tactics to overcome the problems caused by solidification technologies
1. The gelled SNEDDs has been developed to minimize the amount of solidifying agent required to convert the Liquid SNEDDs into solid dosage form. Owing to its advantages including decreasing the amount of solidifying agent and control the drug release pattern, colloidal silicon dioxide (Aerosil 200®) is the most common used gelling agent. (Patil, Joshi et al. 2004).
2. Solid self-emulsifying dispersions: this technology include the dispersion of drugs into...
solid self-emulsifying excipients such as tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (TPGS), Gelucire 150/02 and Gelucire 44/14 since such excipients significantly improve the absorption of poorly water soluble lipophilic drugs (Serajuddin, Mufson et al. 1988, Betageri and Makarla 1995, M. 1999).

Self emulsifying drug delivery systems for oral drug delivery of poorly soluble drugs

Upon contact with fluids in gastrointestinal tract (GIT), these systems emulsify rapidly and spontaneously to form fine O/W emulsions under mild agitation / digestive motility (Iosio, Voinovich et al. 2008, Kaur 2013) generating a large surface area that provide optimum conditions to enhance absorption / bioavailability of poorly soluble compounds and hence, the clinical efficiency(Wu, Wang et al. 2006, Patil, Patil et al. 2007, Mandawgade, Sharma et al. 2008, Yi, Wan et al. 2008, Cui, Yu et al. 2009). Many researchers have been reported on SNEDDs (either in liquid or solid form) to improve oral bioavailability of poorly water soluble drugs. For instance:

- R.Gardouh, A., et al.2020 who prepared liquid self nanoemulsifying drug delivery system of Atorvastatin and Ezetimibe combination and investigate its physicochemical properties, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic characteristics and reported a significant enhancement of dissolution rate, drug absorption and lipid lowering activity of included drugs compared to pure drug suspension (R.Gardouh, Nasef et al. 2020).
- Selvam, R.P., et al.2013 who prepared self nanoemulsifying drug delivery system of poorly water soluble drug (Efavirenz) and reported significant improvement of solubility and dissolution rate(Selvam, Kulkarni et al. 2013).
- Cho, H.-Y., et al., 2016 who prepared solid self nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems of Paclitaxel and reported that such systems are efficient for bioavailability enhancement and targeting drug delivery to lymphatic system (Cho, Kang et al. 2016)
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